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It is one of the most complicated links in the dictionary compiling to 
distinguish the new senses. This is also a premise of paraphrase. But how to 
distinguish a new sense in the weak places of the meaning connection is a 
question. We should distinguish a new sense according to some standard, yet 
the objective and operable standard that do not exist so far. From theoretical to 
practice, the study needs to explore and excavate further. 
By the look of current situation that the dictionary compiles, distinguishing 
senses has some demerits, such as the standard is unified, and the senses are 
incomplete. From the point of view of methodology, the theories and methods of 
distinguishing senses that existed in the past have a great deal of demerits. No 
kinds of objective and effective theory or method come to guide the 
distinguishing senses so far. By the look of basic theory, there are some places 
not clear to definite, such as "sense", etc. This need to distinguish senses with 
new theory or method, need to do some deep discussions to the work. 
The syntagmatic study of lexical meaning is a focus of the research on 
lexical meaning. This article has carried on new thinking to a question of 
distinguish senses of the meaning of a word proceed from the angle of syntagma. 
We think that we can distinguish senses of a word according to the way of 
syntagma. We also regard the way of syntagma as a better and scientific way to 
distinguish senses so far. The way of syntagma can resolve the problems in 
distinguish senses, such as the distinguish standard is not unify, the senses are 
incomplete. The way helps to improve the distinguish senses to be impersonal 















dictionary should generally distinguish the senses. If the grammar function of the 
word is the same, it should be according to the words that co-occur with it. 
According to the types of the words, we can distinguish the senses of a word. 
Different from word, distinguishing senses of bound form morpheme confine to 
the complex words. Through analysis of relation between morpheme and 
morpheme, we can distinguish senses effectively. We try to sum up the way of 
syntagma and analysis, and promote the practice of distinguish senses in 
dictionary. 
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   《水部》：“懈，学肠寻解，海之别也。从水解声。一说懈即懈谷也。” 































第一章  绪 论 
义、假借义来说明词义的变化。如： 
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